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Purpose: The trabecular bone patterns in jaws and tooth structure were analyzed using microfocus 
x-ray computerized tomography (micro-CT), and the usefulness of this method was reported. This study
was performed to clarify the accuracy of micro-CT and to determine whether micro-CT could replace
bone slice segments as a means for assessment of the accuracy of medical radiography units. In addi-
tion, the accuracy of compact CT for dental use (compact CT) was evaluated using the same method.
Materials and Methods: Three dried hemimandibles were used in this study. Images of mandibular
interdental alveolar bone in the premolar and molar regions were obtained using micro-CT and com-
pact CT. Measurement of the mandibular shape at 6 sites using micro-CT images and at 4 sites using
compact CT images was performed, and then the values of the micro-CT and compact CT were com-
pared with those of bone slice segments. Results: The accuracy of mandibular measurement and the
ratios of agreement for micro-CT were significantly higher than those for compact CT. Moreover, the
coefficient of correlation of the rate of trabecular bone between compact CT images and bone slice
segment images was 0.916. Discussion: The significant difference in mandibular measurement
betwen micro-CT and compact CT was considered to be related to pixel size. Conclusion: Micro-CT can
replace bone slice segments for assessment of the accuracy of medical radiography units. In addition,
compact CT can be used for imaging diagnosis in dental implant treatment. It is suggested that the
ratio of trabecular bone could be used to evaluate the bone density. INT J ORAL MAXILLOFAC IMPLANTS
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Recently, microfocus x-ray computerized tomog-
raphy (micro-CT) has emerged as a method for

the nondestructive and detailed assessment of trabec-

ular bone patterns and tooth structure, and its use-
fulness has been reported.1–6 Ide reported that the
trabecular bone of mandibles appears to have a more
platelike shape, rather than a rodlike shape, as deter-
mined by 3-dimensional observations with micro-
CT.4 In addition, Uchiyama and coworkers reported
that there were significant correlations (0.95 ≥ r ≥
0.79) between micro-CT images and conventional
histomorphometry of the bone volume, trabecular
thickness, trabecular number, and trabecular separa-
tion of iliac bone biopsies.1 However, the accuracy of
the measurement of the shape of the mandible by
micro-CT has not been evaluated.

In imaging diagnosis for osseointegrated dental
implant treatment, cross-sectional images in the
buccolingual direction delivered by conventional x-
ray tomography or by CT are necessary.7–9 Recently,
compact CT for dental use (compact CT) was devel-
oped and will likely be used for dental implant treat-
ment.10,11 Accurate measurement of images using
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these techniques has usually been assessed with bone
slice segments.12–16 The findings obtained on CT
images have been compared with bone slice seg-
ments, which are regarded as a gold standard.

The present study was performed to clarify the
accuracy of micro-CT and to determine whether
micro-CT could replace bone slice segments for an
assessment of the accuracy of medical radiography
units. If micro-CT images of mandibles are
obtained once, the same mandibles could be used as
test objects for medical radiography units without
bone slice segments, thus simplifying the assess-
ment of accuracy between medical radiography
units. The reconstructed thickness of micro-CT
images could duplicate the same slice thickness of a
medical radiography unit by piling up thin slices of
micro-CT images. Therefore, it might be possible
to continuously evaluate mandibles without any loss
of the section. In addition, this study was intended
to help to clarify the accuracy of measurements of
the shape of mandibles using compact CT in the
same way as for the micro-CT study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dried Mandibles 
Three dried human hemimandibles from which the
premolars and the molars had been extracted were

used in this investigation. Two pieces of acrylic
resin plate were fixed at a right angle, and then the
mandibles were set on an acrylic resin baseplate (Fig
1). Two of the 3 hemimandibles were positioned to
nearly parallel the interdental alveolar bone
between the first and second premolars and
between the first and second molars. The third
hemimandible was positioned nearly parallel to the
interdental alveolar bone between the second pre-
molar and first molar and between the first and sec-
ond molars. Six regions were examined in the
micro-CT study. In the compact CT study, 4 of the
6 regions were examined. The imaginary occlusal
plane was set parallel to the acrylic resin baseplate,
and the buccolingual direction of the interdental
alveolar bone in these 6 regions was set parallel to
the vertical acrylic resin plate. Markers (diameter:
2.7 mm, length: 5.3 mm) made from a light-curing
resin (Z100; 3M Dental Products, St Paul, MN)
were set at the outer portion of the 6 regions.

Micro-CT
A series of images of the region from the first pre-
molar to the second molar were obtained using a
micro-CT unit (SMX-130CT; Shimadzu, Kyoto,
Japan). The vertical acrylic resin plate was set on the
stage. The exposure conditions were 47 kV and 67
µA with a 40.96-mm field of view (FOV) and 0.152-
mm thick slices with 0.152-mm intervals. The infor-
mation from all slices was saved as 16-bit TIFF files
and 1,024 � 1,024 matrix data (1 pixel = 40 � 40
µm). The images were analyzed on a computer
(Macintosh G3 266; Apple Computer, Cupertino,
CA) and image processes were performed as follows.
First, using image-analyzing software (NIH Image,
version 1.62; National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD), 15 continuous slices (thickness: 2.28
mm) were selected from both the premolar and
molar regions. Second, the 15 slices were displayed
as stacked images, and the average image was
obtained by averaging the pixel values in 15 slices
(Fig 2). 

Compact CT
A series of images in the premolar and molar
regions were obtained using a compact CT unit
(3DX; Morita, Kyoto, Japan) (Fig 3a). The vertical
acrylic resin plate was set on the stage. The expo-
sure conditions were 80 kV and 3 mA with a 0.5-
mm copper filter. The images were reconstructed as
0.125-mm-thick slices with 0.125-mm intervals.
The information from all coronal slices was saved as
8-bit TIFF files and 240 � 320 matrix data (1 pixel
= 0.125 � 0.125 mm). Image processing was per-
formed in the same way as for the micro-CT study.
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Fig 1 (Top) Dried hemimandible. (Bottom) The premolar and
molar regions were investigated (arrows).
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The average image was obtained by averaging the
pixel values in 18 continuous slices (Fig 3b).

Bone Slice Segments 
Bone slice segments in 6 regions, paralleling the ver-
tical acrylic resin plate, were obtained using a micro-
cutting machine (BS-300; Exakt Apparatebau, Ham-
burg, Germany) (Fig 4a). The thickness of bone slice
segments was similar to the thickness of the micro-
CT average images. The thickness of each bone slice
segment was measured 5 times using a digital caliper
(CD-S15; Mitutoyo, Tokyo, Japan). Then contact
radiographs of bone slice segments were obtained
using a medical radiography unit (R-20; Shimadzu)
at exposure conditions of 40 kV and 25 mAs with a
focus-film distance (FFD) of 100 cm and dental x-
ray film (Insight; Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY).
The radiographs were converted to digital images
using a charge-coupled device video camera (KY-

F55MD; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and a color image
analyzer (SP500F; Olympus). The images were
saved as 8-bit TIFF files and 512 � 512 matrix data
(1 pixel = 75 � 75 µm) (Fig 4b).

Quantitative Evaluation 
To determine the accuracy of micro-CT and com-
pact CT, the measurements of the micro-CT
images and compact CT images were compared
with the measurements of the bone slice segments.
At 6 points of cortical bone and 6 points of air sur-
rounding the bone, the micro-CT images, compact
CT images, and bone slice images were averaged
using image-editing software (Photoshop, version
5.5; Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA) (Fig 5). 

For the measurement of the hemimandibles, the
following points were defined on the black and
white binary images: the superior border (point of
the alveolar crest) and the inferior border (point of

Fig 2 Averaged micro-CT image from the
premolar region. Fifteen continuous slices
were selected in the premolar region, and
an average image was obtained using imag-
ing software.

Fig 3a Compact CT unit (3DX; Morita,
Kyoto, Japan).

Fig 3b Averaged compact CT image from
the premolar region. Eighteen continuous
slices were selected in the premolar region,
and an average image was obtained using
imaging software.

Fig 4a (Left) Bone slice segment from the
premolar region.

Fig 4b (Right) Contact radiograph of the
bone slice segment from the premolar
region.
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inferior mandible) of the mandible paralleling the
acrylic resin baseplate and the outer surface (buccal
point and lingual point) of cortical plates perpendic-
ular to the baseplate. Bone height, defined as the
length from the alveolar crest to the inferior
mandible perpendicular to the baseplate, and bone
width, defined as the length between the buccal and
lingual points paralleling the baseplate, were mea-
sured using the micro-CT average images, compact
CT average images, and bone slice segment images.
Then the thickness of cortical bone in the inferior
mandible and at the buccal and lingual points was
measured. The measurement values were compared
using the following calculations.

Difference = (M-CT or CCT) – BS

Mean difference = ∑|(M-CT or CCT) – BS|
No. of measurements

Where M-CT is the measurement value from the
micro-CT; CCT is the compact CT average image;
and BS is the measurement value from the bone
slice segment image. 

Subsequently, the ratios of agreement in the
mandible (bone and the interspace of trabecular
bone patterns) were calculated between micro-CT
average images and bone slice segment images and
between compact CT average images and bone
slice segment images using image-editing software
(Photoshop). The black and white binary images of
micro-CT average images, compact CT average
images, and bone slice segment images were used.

The pixel size was standardized between micro-CT
average images and bone slice segment images and
between compact CT average images and bone
slice segment images, and the number of pixels in
the area of the mandible was quantified on each
bone slice segment image. After micro-CT average
images or compact CT average images were con-
verted to black and white, micro-CT average
images or compact CT average images were super-
imposed onto the bone slice segment images using
the markers as guides (Figs 6a and 6b). The
“agreeing” pixels appeared gray and the “disagree-
ing” pixels appeared white or black. Then, the
number of pixels in the gray areas (the number of
pixels in agreement) was measured, and the ratios
of agreement in bone and the interspace of the tra-
becular bone patterns between micro-CT average
images and bone slice segment images and between
compact CT average images and bone slice seg-
ment images were calculated using the following
equation: 

RA (%) = No. of pixels in agreement area      
� 100

No. of pixels in the mandibular area

In addition, the trabecular bone patterns were
quantitatively compared between compact CT
average images and bone slice segment images. In
each black and white binary image, regions of inter-
est (ROI) were set for the whole sample, for the
superior half, and for the inferior half in the cancel-
lous bone. The ratio of the trabecular bone was 
calculated using the following equation: 

Fig 5 Schematic drawing to obtain a
black and white (2-value) image. The
regions of interest (ROIs) for cortical bone
(white squares) and for the air area (black
squares) were designed to avoid artifacts.

Fig 6a Subtraction image between aver-
aged micro-CT image and bone slice segment
image in the premolar region. Areas of agree-
ment are indicated by gray, and areas of dis-
agreement are indicated by white or black.

Fig 6b Subtraction image between aver-
aged compact CT image and bone slice seg-
ment image in the premolar region. Areas of
agreement are indicated by gray, and areas of
disagreement are indicated by white or black.
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RTB (%) =  No. of pixels in trabecular bone  
� 100

No. of pixels in the ROI

The correlation between the findings was ana-
lyzed with software (StatView version 4.0; Abacus
Concepts, Cary, NC).

In the compact CT images, the height was 30
mm and an artifact was observed in the inferior
area. Since the distance from the alveolar crest to
the inferior border in the premolar region was
greater than 30 mm, the measurement of height
was performed in 2 molar regions and the subtrac-
tion was performed into the range of 25 mm from
the alveolar crest.

Statistical Analysis
The differences between the obtained values were
evaluated using the Mann-Whitney U test. The
testing was considered significant if P � .05.

RESULTS

Bone Slice Segments
The thickness of bone slice segments ranged from
2.21 to 2.34 mm in 6 regions; the mean was 2.27
mm. As to shape, the mean and standard deviation
(SD) of the distance from the alveolar crest to the
inferior border of the mandible was 28.2 ± 2.0 mm.
The mean (± SD) of the length between the outer
surfaces of the cortical plates was 13.2 ± 2.0 mm.
The mean width of the cortical bone (± SD) was 2.4
mm ± 1.1 mm. 

Micro-CT
For the shape, the mean and SD of the length from
the alveolar crest to the inferior border of the
mandible was 28.2 ± 2.0 mm. The mean and SD of
the length between the outer surfaces of the cortical
plates was 13.1 ± 2.0 mm. The mean difference was
0.08 mm (from –0.23 to 0.08 mm). For the width of
cortical bone, the mean (± SD) was 2.4 ± 1.0 mm,
and the mean difference was 0.19 mm (from –0.45 to

0.38 mm) (Table 1). The ratios of agreement were
from 81.1% to 87.6% in 6 regions, and the mean
ratio of agreement was 85.1% (Table 2).

Compact CT
For the shape, the mean (± SD) of the length from
the alveolar crest to the inferior border of the
mandible was 26.3 ± 0.2 mm in 2 molar regions. The
mean (± SD) of the length between the outer surfaces
of the cortical plates was 13.0 ± 1.8 mm in 4 regions.
The mean difference was 0.42 mm (from 0.28 to 0.67
mm). With respect to the width of cortical bone, the
mean (± SD) was 2.9 ± 0.9 mm, and the mean differ-
ence was 0.19 mm (from 0 to 0.38 mm) (Table 1).
The ratios of agreement ranged from 70.6% to
81.8% in 4 regions, and the mean ratio was 75.4%
(Table 2). The coefficient of correlation of the ratio of
trabecular bone between compact CT average images
and bone slice segment images was 0.916 (Fig 7).

DISCUSSION

The measurement accuracy of micro-CT has not
been evaluated previously using bones. The method

Table 1 Measurements of the Hemimandibles

Differences in Differences in
mandibular shape (mm) cortical bone thickness (mm)

Method Mean SD Range Mean SD Range

Micro-CT 0.08* 0.08 –0.23 to 0.08 0.19 0.13 –0.45 to 0.38
Compact CT 0.42* 0.18 0.28 to 0.67 0.18 0.16 0.00 to 0.38

*P � .05.

Table 2 Ratios of Agreement Between
Micro-CT Images and Bone Slice Segment
Images and Between Compact CT Images 
and Bone Slice Segment Images

Micro-CT
Sample versus bone Compact CT versus
no. slice segments bone slice segments

1 85.1% 81.8%
2 87.6% 74.3%
3 83.2% 74.8%
4 86.1% 70.6%
5 81.1% N/A
6 87.3% N/A
Mean 85.1%* 75.4%*
SD 2.5% 4.7%

*P � .05.



typically employed to assess the measurement accu-
racy of medical radiography units12–16 was used.
The examination by micro-CT was performed
before dividing bone slice segments. It is possible
that bone slice segments can be performed by
micro-CT; however, it was difficult to set bone slice
segments exactly paralleling and over the stage of
the micro-CT unit. Therefore, thin and continuous
slices were obtained by micro-CT, and then the
average image was determined using image-editing
software. The study was designed so that the thick-
ness of the average image was similar to the thick-
ness of the bone slice segments. Small differences of
some hundredths of millimeters were observed
between the micro-CT average images and bone
slice segments; however, these differences should
not have affected the present investigation. The site
of bone slice segments was set at the same site as the
micro-CT and compact CT images using the resin
markers, and the plane of bone slice segments was
set in the same plane as the micro-CT and compact
CT images using the vertical acrylic resin plate.
The bone segments were not measured directly
using a digital caliper, whereas the number of pixels
was measured on black and white binary images of
the contact radiograms. This method was assumed
to be more quantitative.

The differences between the actual objects and
medical CT images, considered one of the most
accurate tomographic units, are to be approximately
0.1 mm in the horizontal direction, as assessed in
previous studies using gutta-percha rectangles and a

rectangular parallel-piped phantom with hydroxy-
apatite.17,18 In the present investigation, a signifi-
cant difference in the accuracy of mandibular mea-
surements was found between micro-CT and
compact CT. For micro-CT, just 1.1 pixels differed
in bone shape, which confirms the high measure-
ment accuracy. For the ratios of agreement, a signif-
icant difference was found between micro-CT and
compact CT. It was considered that this result was
related to pixel size. The pixel size of the compact
CT was 125 � 125 µm, and it has been reported
that the resolution of micro-CT is 102 to 103 times
greater than the current medical CT.19 A compari-
son of the micro-CT (1 pixel = 40 � 40 µm) and the
medical CT at the authors’ hospital (1 pixel = 0.35
� 0.35 mm), showed that the resolution of the
micro-CT was 102 times greater. The resolution is
lower for imaging diagnosis involved in dental
implant treatment, since reformatted images have to
be reconstructed using sequentially piled up axial
CT images. However, with micro-CT, the objective
planes of samples are obtained directly by setting
the sample optimally on the stage, so the resolution
of micro-CT images is ensured a definite value.
The differences in the cortical thickness are slightly
larger than those for shape. It has been suggested
that the partial volume effect reported by Todd and
coworkers13 and the shape of the mandible are
responsible.

The ratios of agreement in bone and the inter-
space of the trabecular bone patterns between
micro-CT average images and bone slice segment
images were relatively high. Uchiyama and cowork-
ers1 reported that the difference in correlation coef-
ficients between the micro-CT image analysis and
conventional histomorphometry could be caused by
3 factors: the resolution in micro-CT, the threshold
value in micro-CT, and the shrinkage of tissue dur-
ing cutting and histologic processing. The errors in
the present result were probably caused by the loss
of noncontinuous trabecular bone to surrounding
bone. Resin embedding could cause artifacts in
micro-CT, so the mandibles were not embedded. In
addition, it has been reported that the width of
mandibular trabecular bone was between 0.080 and
0.418 mm, with a mean of 0.191 mm (SD 0.054
mm).20 Slices in micro-CT (0.152 mm) were
slightly thick compared with thin trabecular bone.
Moreover, small differences in the thickness were
observed between micro-CT average images and
bone slice segments.

In the present study, the measurement values of
micro-CT average images were close to those of bone
slice segments. Thus, it is proposed that micro-CT
can replace bone slice segments for an assessment of
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the accuracy of medical radiography units. In the
compact CT study, the differences in mandibular
measurement were similar to those of previous stud-
ies that used medical CT and tomography.13,17,21 In
addition, the coefficient of correlation of the ratio of
trabecular bone was high; however, the inclination of
the approximate straight line between compact CT
average images and bone slice segment images was
1.55, not 1. It is suggested that the errors in these
results were caused by the loss of trabecular bone
contacting surrounding bone when performing a
bone slice segment. CT, obtained as cross-sectional
images, is capable of providing a numeric value
(expressed in Hounsfield units) for the linear attenua-
tion coefficient of a region of bone, which may pro-
vide a crude indication of bone density.9 In contrast,
the pixel value of an image obtained by compact CT
is a relative value, not an absolute value like the
Hounsfield unit. From the present results, it is pro-
posed that compact CT can be used for imaging diag-
nosis in dental implant treatment, and bone density
could be evaluated using the ratio of trabecular bone.

Further studies in regard to image quality, metal
artifacts, and cost are needed to evaluate the clinical
use of compact CT.

CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of the mandibular shape using
micro-CT images were made, and it was deter-
mined that micro-CT could replace bone slice seg-
ments for an assessment of the accuracy of medical
radiography units. In addition, the accuracy of com-
pact CT was clarified using the same method.

Images of interdental alveolar bone in the man-
dibular premolar and molar regions were obtained
using a micro-CT unit and a compact CT unit. The
micro-CT images and compact CT images were
then compared with contact radiographs of bone
slice segments. The measurements obtained from
micro-CT images and compact CT images were
similar to those obtained from bone slice segments.

The accuracy of mandibular measurement and
the ratios of agreement for micro-CT were signifi-
cantly higher than those for compact CT. More-
over, the coefficient of correlation of the ratio of
trabecular bone between compact CT images and
bone slice segment images was 0.916.

These results suggest that micro-CT can replace
bone slice segments for an assessment of the accu-
racy of medical radiography units. Compact CT
may be used for imaging diagnosis in dental implant
treatment, and bone density may be evaluated using
the ratio of trabecular bone.
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